Card Issuance

Thanks to our solution, the client's ON-BOARDING
process HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER.
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Card Issuance

INSTANT CardPoint

The only autonomous system on the market
Being able to deliver a card to a customer on
the spot, without them having to go through
complex requests or waiting for the card to
arrive by post, not only simplifies the
process by making it more efficient, but it
also allows for a more direct relationship
with the customer

01. SELF SERVICE ISSUANCE

Instant CardPoint is our exclusive system that issues
cards locally without the need of any personnel.
It involves an innovative new machine that prints out a
card on the spot, which then the customer can take and
use immediately.
You can have it available at a branch, or any strategic
point where you want to issue cards instantly with little
need for space.
* Valid for Visa, Mastercard and AMEX.

02. FLEXIBILITY WITHOUT LIMITS
A businesses image, a family photograph, an
important memory… Instant CardPoint not only
permits you to create a card instantly, but it allows
for a level of personalization not frequently found in
this space.

03. EXPEDITE THE RELATIONSHIP
WITH YOUR CUSTOMERS

You can give out cards that are activated immediately,
regardless of if they are new accounts or a simple
renovation. Your customer will no longer have to wait
in long lines or wait for their cards to arrive by post.
In many cases, the customer may not even be required
to head into a branch, because with an Instant
CardPoint close to their house, they can take care of
most of their card-related needs.
This represents a revolution that sets you apart from
the competition. Reflecting our philosophy of pushing
past any limitations.

—

Our software is customizable to
your needs.

—

Card printing in 2 minutes.

—

With all the feature of the most
advanced ATMs.

Configurable
Elements:
—
Pin pad.
—
Touchscreen.
—
Card reader.
—
Facial recognition.
—
Contactless reader (optional).
—
Fingerprint reader.
—
Card output.
—
Passport reader (optional).

